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epic – even the site of Odysseus’ Palace itself. The pages of the Odyssey come alive as

we follow its events through a landscape that opens up before our eyes via glorious

colour photographs and 3D satellite images. Over a century after Schliemann’s

discovery of Troy, this breakthrough will revolutionise our understanding of Homer’s

texts and of our cultural ancestors in Bronze Age Greece.
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Head of Odysseus: Tiberius Grotto, Sperlonga
Excavated from the cave at the foot of Mount Ciannito between Rome and Naples, where
Tiberius (Roman Emperor from AD 14 to 37) is thought to have entertained his dinner guests
beside his fish farm.
[Image: photographed by the author with the kind permission of the Soprintendenza
per i Beni Archeologici del Lazio, Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Roma.]
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For the people of Kefalonia

Great suffering had desolated Greece.

So many bodies thrown

into the jaws of the sea, the jaws of the earth,

so many souls

fed to the millstones like grain.

And the rivers swelling, blood in their silt,

all for a linen undulation, a filmy cloud,

a butterfly’s flicker, a wisp of swan’s down,

an empty tunic – all for a Helen.

George Seferis, Helen (1953)

And for Jean

From women’s eyes this doctrine I derive:

They sparkle still the right Promethean fire;

They are the books, the arts, the academes,

That show, contain, and nourish all the world.

Shakespeare, Love’s Labour’s Lost

IV.iii.297 (1593)
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Prologue The Odyssey is Homer’s story of the return of Odysseus from the Trojan War to

his palace on the island of Ithaca and his battle to regain the kingship there

after a long absence. The Iliad describes certain events towards the end of this

war which is believed to have taken place in the twelfth century BC. Although

these poems are thought to have been set down in writing several centuries

later, the Iliad and the Odyssey nevertheless represent two of the world’s oldest

surviving texts.

These are long epic poems of magnificent style and breathtaking sophistica-

tion. They were pivotal in defining the language and culture of classical Greece

and these in turn have fundamentally influenced the development of Western

Europe. Many aspects of our own spoken and written word, democracy, phi-

losophy, politics, mathematics, architecture, painting, sculpture, drama and

other facets of Western culture derive from the Greek civilisations of the fifth

and fourth centuries BC.

The Greeks regarded Homer as their teacher and the Homeric poems made

an immense impact upon the whole of ancient literature. Socrates, Plato and

Aristotle studied the Iliad and the Odyssey as a precursor to the development

of their own ideas and for the last 2,500 years the Homeric poems have been

required reading for every serious writer and philosopher. That legacy remains

with us: in fact it is difficult to compose a significant paragraph in Italian,

French, Spanish or English without using at least one word that was first

articulated by Homer.

Ever since classical antiquity there has been considerable speculation about

who Homer was, when and where these poems were written, whether there

was a single author and whether the people, events and places that are

described are real or imaginary. Although some of the place names that are

mentioned in the Odyssey continue to exist today, including an island called

Ithaca in the Ionian Sea to the west of Greece, attempts to relate this loca-

tion to Homer’s descriptions have proved unsuccessful. Despite continuing

claims, excavations on modern Ithaca have failed to reveal the ancient city or

Odysseus’ Palace and its geography cannot be reconciled with descriptions in

the Odyssey itself. This represents a marked contrast with the Iliad’s descrip-

tion of Troy, which was located by Heinrich Schliemann on the north-western

coast of Turkey and extensively excavated since the 1870s.

However, new geological research into the location of the ancient seaway

which I describe as Strabo’s Channel has now suggested an alternative location

for Homeric Ithaca. At an early stage of its development this theory implied

that researchers over the centuries have been looking for Ithaca in the wrong

place because the channel no longer exists. The evidence in support of this

former seaway has been evaluated by John Underhill and his summary of the

scientific findings is contained within an appendix to this book.
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xvi Prologue

This new location for Homeric Ithaca agrees very closely with descriptions

of the island in the Odyssey. Specific sites for Phorcys Bay, Asteris, Ithaca city,

Odysseus’ Palace, Hermes’ Hill, Raven’s Rock, Laertes’ farm and other Ithacan

locations have been identified and visited and the results of this preliminary

on-site exploration are very positive. This is particularly evident in the case

of those well-known Homeric passages that have previously appeared topo-

graphically inconsistent. In every case this new location supports the view that

Homer’s geographical descriptions of ancient Ithaca in the Odyssey were exact.

James Diggle has reviewed and retranslated from the Greek all the crucial

passages which provide us with these clues and his expert assessment of this

material is referred to in the text and presented by him in a further appendix.

The essence of the theory presented in this book was compiled before my

first visit to present-day Ithaca or Cephalonia, although I was familiar with

other areas of Greece and its islands. The solution that emerged therefore rep-

resented the first phase of a 3,200 year old detective story: an ab initio attempt

to identify the site of Homer’s Ithaca based on an evaluation of off-site evi-

dence. This consisted primarily of seismic research, geological considerations,

textual analyses, Internet-based photographic repositories, satellite images,

previous researchers’ theories and responses to e-mail or telephone inquiries.

The task was to try to fit together all these different clues so that the historical

jigsaw made sense.

Once the first draft of the theory was complete, a series of visits was arranged

to see if its predictions were supported by the reality. Although some important

aspects of the theory were modified in the light of these visits, the central thrust

has remained the same and I have tried to echo this in my title, which draws

on Aeschylus’ and later Shelley’s reference to the plight of Prometheus tied

to a rock. In this case Odysseus and his homeland have been tied to the rock

of Same by earthquake-induced landslip: I hope that these present researches

may represent an initial step towards their liberation.

As an amateur in their disciplines I am conscious of the blunders of inter-

pretation that I have doubtless made in deploying material from the expert

domains of seismologists, geologists, classicists and archaeologists. I ask them

to forgive me for these mistakes and also for my use of everyday language in

the presentation of these findings. However, even if I possessed the skills to

convey this material in the language of experts, I am not sure that I would

have used them, because this is a story that affects us all and it is perhaps

therefore appropriate that all of us should have the chance to absorb it.

I hope that some of those who read this volume will agree that sufficient

progress has now been made on preliminary research to justify the organisa-

tion and funding of professional investigation. This project will always belong

to Greece but the sites involved are very extensive and it will take a major

international effort for them to reveal their secrets. Consequently it is hoped
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Prologue xvii

that some form of conduit for information and resources can be established to

facilitate contact with those organisations and individuals who wish to support

this endeavour and thereby become associated with the further discoveries

that may emerge.

Finally, anyone involved in a venture such as this cannot fail to be aware

of the extensive history of prior attempts to solve this ancient puzzle, of the

debt that is owed to those great researchers and to the ever-present possibility

of failure. It will take time for this proposition to be tested independently and

inevitably some disappointments will ensue. I hope that these will be offset

by the excitement of new discoveries but if that should not be the case then I

can do no better than to refer to Shelley once more and quote from his own

Preface:

Whatever talents a person may possess to amuse and instruct others, be they ever so

inconsiderable, he is yet bound to exert them: if his attempt be ineffectual, let the

punishment of an unaccomplished purpose have been sufficient; let none trouble

themselves to heap the dust of oblivion upon his efforts; the pile they raise will betray

his grave which might otherwise have been unknown.

Kingston-upon-Thames, October 2004
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Text,
translation
and images

While writing this book I have been conscious of two distinct audiences: ama-

teurs and experts. As an amateur I have tried to learn from experts in dis-

ciplines such as geology, archaeology and classical studies. When I introduce

material from their domains I aim to explain the underlying concepts as I have

tried to understand them myself. This approach may help other amateurs but

it runs the risk of irritating experts, so that is one reason why James Diggle

has composed Appendix 1 and John Underhill Appendix 2. I have been very

fortunate to be advised by them and other authorities; the resulting text is

intended to stand up to the scrutiny of their peers. Expert readers are encour-

aged to refer to their appendices at an early stage as an antidote to the layman’s

descriptions elsewhere.

Because this book is both an explanation and also a chronology of the search

and the discovery, I have from time to time exposed the reader to some of the

blind alleys that I unwittingly entered as this adventure unfolded. It might

have been simpler to have omitted these false steps but the result would have

been less true to life. If you are an expert reader you will probably be horrified

by some of these naı̈ve presumptions; fortunately they were in most cases

detected and the resulting correction is then discussed in a later chapter.

Some of these false steps involved my misunderstanding of the text. My own

ancient Greek is decidedly rusty, although when armed with a magnifying

glass and Liddell and Scott’s Greek dictionary I can attempt a word-by-word

translation. I based my preliminary research into the Odyssey on the translation

by Robert Fagles published in 1996. Fagles’ intention was to turn the poem

into an accessible vernacular and in this he succeeds remarkably well; but this

success is of necessity sometimes achieved at the expense of textual fidelity.

From time to time I have therefore reverted to a more traditional translation,

mainly that of A. T. Murray published in the Loeb Classical Library (1919) and

revised by George E. Dimock (1995).

After reading a first draft of the initial chapters of this book in which I had

quoted Fagles’ translation, James Diggle persuaded me that since I was building

much of my case on the text of the Odyssey, I needed to use a translation which

reflected as precisely as possible the nuances of the original Greek. At the same

time he felt that a literal prose translation would fail to convey the poetic

qualities of Homeric verse. He therefore volunteered to translate into verse all

the passages upon which I relied. This rapidly became a major undertaking

since those original 260 lines soon turned into over 700, but I believe that he

has achieved what I thought to be impossible: a translation of great elegance

which simultaneously retains an exceptional level of fidelity to the original

Greek. I have used other translations of the Odyssey for the passages that I

quote at the beginning and the end of this story, where the reverential awe of

Murray’s Victorian English seems appropriate.
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xx Text, translation and images

I also owe to James translations from the Iliad and from other verse and prose

authors; those translations for which he is not responsible are acknowledged

in the text. He has added notes to his own translations where he felt that

they required them, drawing attention to problems in the Greek text and in

its interpretation. These notes are designed to be accessible to the reader who

knows no Greek. The index at the end of the book includes line references to

these and other Homeric translations; the line numbers throughout refer to

the Greek version of the text.

In modern Greek I am about as speechless as the average tourist and there-

fore most grateful to Karen Rich, who managed not only the normal com-

plexities of translation but also tackled some arcane phrases from geophysical

electrochemistry. With the benefit of hindsight I suspect that my cheerful

words of encouragement that most of these terms were derived from ancient

Greek in the first place may not have been as helpful to her as I imagined

at the time. The remaining translations from French, Italian and German are

my own except where otherwise indicated; in some cases I have made use of

computerised translations.

Concerning the English spelling of Greek proper names I have generally

followed James Diggle’s advice to remain faithful to the original except where

established convention makes that awkward. Odysseus is the familiar English

spelling of the name which in Greek is Odusseus. The Roman version of his

name is Ulixes and from this comes the English spelling Ulysses. So I have kept

to the familiar spelling for him and a few other well-known individuals but

used the Greek form for the remainder.

There are many maps, diagrams and photographic images in this book.

The use of satellite and other digital imagery has been fundamental to these

researches and the appropriate credits have been provided throughout. Almost

all of the photographs were taken by me on-site and so where an alternative

source is not listed then I am responsible for the image.

Much of my professional life has been spent in emphasising the importance

of visualisation within business circles and so I make no apology for bringing

the same techniques to bear in this rather different inquiry. I hope that they

will help the reader to visualise Homer’s Ithaca, both as it was in the time

of Odysseus and as it is today. They also serve to lighten the impact of what

might otherwise have been a rather intimidating sequence of unbroken pages

of text.

Finally I must point out that the island on which most of the following

action takes place is variously spelt as Cephalonia, Cephellenia, Kefalonia,

Kefallenia and Kefallinia. In general I have adopted the first of these except

when referring to the ‘great-hearted Cephallenians’ who live there. That

adjective is a Homeric epithet (Iliad 2.631) which I have found to be as true

of the people who inhabit the island today as it was over 3,000 years ago.
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